DANISH ARCHITECT MAA BEHIND INTERNATIONAL CYCLE BOOK

The book Cyclists & Cycling Around the World is an inspiring contribution to
the development of cycle-friendly cities throughout the whole world.
The book is the result of international collaboration between the three editors Lotte Bech,
Mike Hughes and Juan Carlos Dextre, the two first from Copenhagen and Juan Carlos
from Lima, and 25 cycle experts from around the world, who have written articles about
their best experiences in developing a cycle culture, cycle planning and the promotion of
cycling.
Lotte Bech, MAA is co-editor of the book. Lotte Bech has, through her many years of work
with cycle planning in Copenhagen and participation in international conferences, been
experiencing an increasing interest from cities in the world to hear about other cities'
experiences and thus learn from each other's successes and mistakes.

The team behind the new cycle book - editors and cycling experts from around the world
Cyclists & Cycling Around the World can be a source of inspiration for cities looking to
develop a cycle culture, with advice from Bogota, Colombia. For cities looking to revive a
moribund cycle culture, there is inspiration from the Chinese city of Guangzhou, where
cycling is now flourishing again.

For cities that already have a well-developed cycle culture, it may be interesting to hear
how Amsterdam and Copenhagen, two of the world's leading cities for cycling, are
constantly developing and improving conditions for cyclists in order to maintain and
develop a good urban environment. The book also contains articles on the enormous work
carried out by cycling organisations around the world of promoting cycling and training
children.
The book was published in English in November,2013 in connection with the International
Conference III EIMUS on sustainable mobility in Lima, Peru. This year the book will also
be published in Spanish.
Do you want to know more?
The printed book can be purchased at the Danish Architecture Centre, DAC and The
Cycling Shop 1905, in The Danish Cyclists’ Federation.
You can also order the e-book from Gopubli.sh, Amazon and iTunes.
Read more on www.cyclists-world.com and on www.facebook.com/cyclistsworld.

